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Abstract: This report presents results of spatial statistical analyses on application of Kriging method for providing 
digital hazard maps of strong ground motion in the city of Owari-asahi. In this practical application, it is found 
that the spatial distribution of strong ground motions can be clearly estimated by the modification method 
proposed by the authors. In fiscal year of 2016, the city distribute two typical hazard maps to all the houses in the 
city. At the same time, the hazard maps on seismic intensity and on liquefaction have been posted on the official 
website of the city for six hypnotical seismic centers. 
These are made by the decision to adopt the modification method proposed by the authors for providing the 
hazard and damage estimation map. Applying the method, the authors develop a system that can objectively 
compute spatial distributions of strong ground motions very accurately. The cost of the estimation can be 
minimized because the system does not require expensive ground layered system models. The Kriging method can 
show not only the ground motion estimators but also its errors quantitatively. Accordingly, the proposed method 
prospects the areas where ground motions can be estimated with higher accuracies and where with lower 
accuracies. The suitable countermeasure, which would depend on the accuracies, can be well selected based on the 
information provided by the proposed system. These information also can be utilized to the countermeasure 
against the earthquake disasters by the government, medical and emergency office. 
For emergence aid activities, it is important to estimate the damages by earthquakes on time, and the simulations 
by the on time system can shows us the effective and necessary countermeasures beforehand or in advance the 
occurrence of the disasters. To establish the on time systems, it is important to survey the spatial distribution of 
ground motions on the surface of the hard engineering base layer under the surface ground layers in the city. The 
authors found that the proposed Kriging method can estimate the motions on the engineering bed and the results 
are shown in the present paper by comparing with that of the surface of the ground. As a result, the 
range(auto-correlation distance) of the engineering base layer are much longer that those of surface layers and that 
sufficient accuracy of the estimations can be expected for the earthquake ground motions of the bed with the 14 
point seismometers settled by the authors in the city of Owari-asahi. 
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